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Abstract

We present a new method of digital elevation model (DEM) calculation from aerial photographs and apply this method to the

La Clapière landslide in the Mercantour Massif in eastern France. The method uses new techniques of image correlation and of

restitution of camera parameters. The calculated DEMs are used to ortho-rectify three aerial photographs acquired between 1983

and 1999. Measurements, made from these ortho-rectified images, show that the average velocity of the landslide was of 1.7

cm/day, with the rate of the headscarp retreat of 4.1 cm/day, and the toe of the landslide advancing at 1.7 cm/day, between 1983

and 1999. Within the landslide, the velocity field is are relatively homogeneous, although their directions are locally

heterogeneous. Scree slopes and scarps develop in an heterogeneous way within the landslide. Because the headscarp moves

faster than the front of the landslide, material spreads laterally at the scree slopes, and/or is eroded at the front of the landslide by

the river, and/or is accumulated within the landslide, on a low slope area located above a competent bar called Iglière bar.
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1. Introduction

In landslide studies, knowledge of surface move-

ments is an essential part for understanding deforma-

tion mechanisms. Movement of the Saint-Etienne-de-

Tinée landslide ‘‘La Clapière’’ in the French Southern

Alps is about 1 cm/day in average (Follacci et al.,

1989). This value is derived from ground-based meas-

urements made by tacheometry. Tacheometric meas-

urements are actually realized with laser on point-like

targets located within the landslide and, therefore,

indicate local values of deformation. Due to spatial

and temporal heterogeneities of the deformations,

these ground-based measurements are not sufficient

to fully describe the spatial velocity field of the

landslide and its evolution.

Remote sensing imagery is a very powerful tool for

landslide monitoring because it offers a synoptic view

of the landslide that can be repeated at different time

intervals. Despite their high potential, satellite ima-

gery, such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (Fruneau
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and Achache, 1995) or optical satellite imagery, have

only been in existence for about 20 years. Moreover,

the spatial resolution of optical satellite imagery

systems is typically not adequate for landslide studies

until the recent improvements in optical systems, such

as in the satellite IKONOS.

Aerial photographs are advantageous for landslide

studies in France because they have a suitable spatial

resolution and have been in existence for more than

50 years (Pothérat, 1994). However, in order to realize

quantitative studies with aerial photographs, the geo-

metrical distortions of the images have to be corrected

by an ortho-rectification phase. Ortho-rectification

methods exist since 1897 (Baltsavias, 1995) (Th.

Scheimpflug, who built a zone transformater to rectify

photographs). However, until the 1960s, the ortho-

rectification used generally optical projections (Hob-

bie, 1974). The digital photogrammetric systems

(DPS), which generate numerically and automatically

digital ortho-rectified images, emerged in the 1980s

and 1990s (Goepfert, 1984; Powers et al., 1996).

However, some of these methods require the partici-

pation of the operator. Nevertheless, most of the time,

it is impossible for the operator to control and estimate

the accuracy and the resolution of all the points of the

ortho-rectified images (Blachut and Van Wijk, 1976;

Ducher, 1991). Indeed, these methods which are often

presented as software do not allow a total control of

the digital chain of treatment of the images. Further-

more, most of commercial DEM calculation and

ortho-rectification software is not suitable for the

accuracy and resolution required for landslides stud-

ies. Moreover, such softwares are often too expensive

for academic purposes.

In this paper, we describe a new digital and

automatic ortho-rectification line that is based on

new algorithms of correlation of images and of

optimization of acquisition parameters. In order to

correct geometrical distortions of initial images with a

high accuracy, accurate digital elevation models

(DEM) are processed. Our methodology allows to

control the resolution and the precision of our DEM

and our ortho-rectified images, all over the digital

procedure. Furthermore, global positioning system

(GPS) control points are used in order to improve

the accuracy of DEMs and of ortho-rectified images.

This line has been applied to the ‘‘La Clapière’’

landslide using aerial photographs acquired between

1983 and 1999. From these ortho-rectified images, we

have determined the velocity fields of the landslide.

2. Ortho-rectification of aerial photographs using

a digital elevation model (DEM)

Topography can be deduced from two aerial photo-

graphs (called a stereoscopic pair) acquired of the

same area from slightly different points of view. Each

point of the first image has to be recognized on the

second one by correlation techniques (Kraus et al.,

1979). Then combination of the shift values between

two homologous points (that is to say to image points

that represent a same ground point) and acquisition

parameters of the cameras give the height of each

point (Wolf and Dewitt, 2000).

2.1. Image geometry

For a stereoscopic pair, a reference system on each

image and an absolute ground reference system are

defined (Fig. 1). The origin of image reference sys-

tems is located at the center of the images, which

corresponds to the normal projection of the camera on

the photograph. The n-axis is defined along the line of

flight and the g-axis is perpendicular to the n-axis.
The image coordinates (n,g) represent the distance

between the image location of a point and the center

of the image (referred to as the principal point). The

normal projection of the camera of the first image on

the ground represents the origin of the absolute

reference system. The X-axis is defined along the

W–E direction and the Y-axis along the S–N direc-

tion. The Z-axis is perpendicular to the plane (X,Y).

Image coordinates (n,g) are related to ground coor-

dinates (X,Y,Z) by the following equations from Kraus

and Waldhäusl (1994):

n ¼ n0 � c
r11ðX�X0Þþr21ðY�Y0Þþr31ðZ�Z0Þ
r31ðX�X0Þþr23ðY�Y0Þþr33ðZ�Z0Þ

g ¼ g0 � c
r12ðX�X0Þþr22ðY�Y0Þþr32ðZ�Z0Þ
r31ðX�X0Þþr23ðY�Y0Þþr33ðZ�Z0Þ

8><
>: ð1Þ

where n0 and g0 represent the principal point location,
which is offset from the center of the image, due to

obliquity between the film and the optic axis (Mikhail

et al., 2001); c is the focal length of the camera; X0, Y0
and Z0 are the camera coordinates in the ground
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reference system; and rij are the members of the

rotation matrix R taking into account x, u and j
which are the camera rotation angles. The coordinates

n0 and g0 of the principal point and the focal distance

c of the acquisition chamber are calculated during the

calibration of the acquisition chamber and are

included in the header file of the photographs

(Pothérat et al., 1999).

Inversely, relations connecting ground coordinates

(X,Y,Z) to image coordinates (n,g), and given by Kraus
and Waldhäusl (1994), are as follows:

X ¼ X0 þ ðZ � Z0Þ r11ðn�n0Þþr12ðg�g0Þ�r13c

r31ðn�n0Þþr32ðg�g0Þ�r33c

Y ¼ Y0 þ ðZ � Z0Þ r21ðn�n0Þþr22ðg�g0Þ�r23c

r31ðn�n0Þþr32ðg�g0Þ�r33c

8><
>: ð2Þ

In order to restore topography (i.e. to measure X, Y

and Z using image coordinates), two images are

required for solving this equation system.

2.2. DEM building

2.2.1. Correlation function

The first step required for building a DEM from

two aerial photographs is correlating these images by

recognizing identical objects on each image of a

stereoscopic pair. Then, each point of the first image

has to be associated with the corresponding point on

the second image. These pairs of image points, which

represent the same ground point, are called homolo-

gous points. The recognition and the location of

homologous points are numerically obtained by math-

ematical correlation functions (Kasser and Egels,

Fig. 1. Reference systems and geometric characteristics of a stereoscopic pair (Kraus et al., 1979; Jensen, 2000), where (X,Y,Z) is the absolute

reference system with O as its origin; C1(X01,Y01,Z01) and C2(X02,Y02,Z02) are the positions of cameras in the absolute reference system; O Vis the
vertical projection of the second camera on the ground; n, and g are the axes of the image reference systems; O1(0,0) and O2(0,0) are the centers

of the images;O1V(n0,g0) andO2V(n0,g0) are the real intersections betweenoptic axis and filmwhichare referred to as theprincipal points;A(XA,YA,ZA)

A(XA,YA,ZA) is a ground point and A1(n1,g1) and A2(n2,g2) are the corresponding image points; (Xa-X01) is the distance between the A point and

the first camera along X-axis; (Xa-X02) is the distance between the A point and the second camera along X-axis; c is the focal length of the

camera; (j1,u1,x1) are the rotation angles of the first camera.
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2002). The correlation function ( pn) used in our study

belongs to the Fourier domain (Schaum and McHugh,

1991). This function is progressively applied to small

parts of the two images of the stereoscopic pair, by

sliding windows, which cover a same geographic

zone, until the entire overlap area has been analyzed.

This function shows a correlation peak (Michel and

Avouac, 1999) when the homologous points are

recognized. The position of the peak, from the center

of the correlation window, gives the shift between the

homologous points. This shift is used to locate the

homologous points on each image, which is essential

to calculate the ground position of the point with

photogrammetric Eq. (2). Furthermore, the position of

the maximum of the peak, and consequently the shift

value, is more accurate if the peak is narrow. The

formulation (Schaum and McHugh, 1991) of the

correlation function in one dimension is:

pn ¼
1

N

XN
k¼0

XkYk

NXkYkN
exp

2ipnk
N

� �
ð3Þ

where Xk is the discreet Fourier transform of the first

image and Yk the discreet Fourier transform of the

second one. The normalization of ( pn) by NXkYkN

allows to take into account all frequencies and to

obtain a narrow correlation peak.

Relation (3) can be extended to two dimensions in

order to correlate images (Schaum and McHugh,

1991). However, due to differences in the acquisition

parameters (i.e. angles and positions of the cameras)

of a stereoscopic pair, and to local topography, sig-

nificant distortions between the images occur. These

distortions (especially the rotation component) cannot

be detected by the correlation function ( pn). When

these distortions are present, there is no correlation

peak. Therefore, a global correction for both acquis-

ition (Kraus and Waldhäusl, 1994) and topographic

distortions (Kasser and Egels, 2002) has to be per-

formed before the correlation phase.

2.2.2. Correction of acquisition distortions

Acquisition distortions for each image are cor-

rected using precise camera positions and angles.

Approximate camera positions, acquired by GPS on

board, are specified on each photograph. Initial cam-

era angles are considered equal to zero because of the

near vertical acquisition (Pothérat et al., 1999). These

approximate values have to be improved by a least

mean squares minimization. Firstly, ground point

Fig. 2. Principle of the approximate ground location of homologous points after the absolute orientation of the cameras.
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localized by GPS are identified on images. Then,

photogrammetric Eq. (1) is used to calculate image

coordinates of the control points, using initial acquis-

ition parameters and ground positions of the control

points. After a first least mean squares minimization,

new camera angles and new camera positions are

obtained. The convergence is obtained for 15 points

equally localized over the whole image. This method

is called the absolute orientation of cameras (Kraus

and Waldhäusl, 1994).

After the absolute orientation of the cameras,

homologous points can be located, without acquisition

distortions, on each image of a stereoscopic pair.

Firstly, the photogrammetric Eq. (2) is used to locate

each point of the first image on a ground plane, situated

at the average elevation of control points (Fig. 2). Then

Eq. (1) is used to locate each ground point on the

second image (Fig. 2). These two steps allow to locate

approximately, and without camera distortion, the

homologous points on each image of a stereoscopic

pair. At this stage of the work, the accuracy of the

location of homologous points is still relatively poor

but is improved by the correction of topographic

distortions and the correlation phase described below.

2.2.3. Correction of distortions due to topography

and correlation of homologous points

Two stereoscopic images can be successfully cor-

related if (1) they overlap the same geographic zone

and (2) the geometry of the structures are similar on

both images. However, after correction of acquisition

distortions, location of a ground point on two images

is shifted in the n and g directions by the absolute

elevation of this point. Indeed, the objects which have

to correlate are viewed at different positions and

angles, so their projection on two stereoscopic images

is different. A direct correlation is then impossible

because the rotation between the projections inhibits

the correlation function ( pn). The correction of these

geometric distortions due to the local topography is

necessary. A solution is to find the local slopes of the

zone before the DEM calculation (Kasser and Egels,

2002). This step, described below, is used both to

determine the local slopes and to correlate the overlap

zone of a stereoscopic pair.

After the absolute orientation of the cameras,

homologous points are located approximately on each

image of a stereoscopic pair. For each pair of homol-

ogous points, two windows are extracted, from the

stereoscopic images, around the location of the

homologous image points. These windows have to

overlap in order to be correlated. However, because of

Fig. 3. Example of correlation of two small windows. In the first

case (a) windows, associated with a pair of homologous points, are

projected on a local slope of 12j. No correlation peak appears,

which is confirmed by a low SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio).

Consequently, this slope does not represent the real slope of the

zone covered by the windows. In the second case (b) the windows

are projected to the slope of 20j and present a correlation peak and

high SNR result, indicating that this slope represents the real slope

of the zone covered by the windows.
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the geometric distortions described above, these win-

dows do not correlate directly. They are then projected

on an inclined plane which represents the local top-

ography around the studied point (Kasser and Egels,

2002). Slopes between � 40j and + 40j (which are

geologically realistic) are studied with a step of 5j for

each pair of windows (Fig. 3). Each pair of windows

is projected along each slope. Then the projected

windows are correlated with the function ( pn). The

slope, which generates the best correlation, is selected

as the local slope of the zone covered by the windows

(Fig. 3). The criteria for selection of the best correla-

tion is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):

SNR ¼ maxðpnÞ
meanðpnÞ

ð4Þ

where max( pn) is the maximum of the correlation

function (3) and mean ( pn) its average value.

At the end of this step of topographic corrections, a

slope map is available which is used to calculate the

DEM. The local slopes are firstly estimated for one

point over 10,000 with an accuracy of 5j. However,
an accurate DEM can not be directly computed using

this unrefined slope map. The slopes are then inter-

polated, from the previous unrefined slope map, over

all the points of the overlap area of stereoscopic

images. Finally, all homologous points of this overlap

area can be correlated with high accuracy. At the end

of the correlation phase, all homologous points in the

overlapping region are positioned.

2.3. Topography restoration

2.3.1. Relative orientation of the cameras

From Eq. (2) and camera parameters, ground

position of two homologous points can be calculated.

As the camera parameters are still imprecise for each

Fig. 4. Vector relations used to build the initial DEM, where X, Y and Z are axes of the ground reference system; O is the origin of the system; C1

and C2 are the camera positions; M1 and M2 are two homologous points; M1V and M2V are the ground points associated with the pair of

homologous points !u1, !u and !
u2 and are the unit vectors of [C1M1V], [M2VM1V] and [C2M2V]; A is the middle of the segment [M1VM2V].
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image, two distinct ground positions separated by

some tenth of meters are obtained. In ideal conditions,

the lines of sight of each camera should intersect on

the ground and the distance between the two ground

points should tend towards zero. The intersection of

the lines of sight is used to constrain the parameters of

one camera relative to the other one (Kraus and

Waldhäusl, 1994; Baratoux et al., 2001). The param-

eters of one camera and the X-position of the other one

are fixed and equal to values calculated during the

absolute orientation of cameras. To further improve

the homologous points location, the Y- and Z-positions

and the angles of the second camera need to be refined

using a least mean square minimization. The best

correlated points (about 150 in order to constrain the

minimization very well) with the highest SNR are

selected. The variable camera parameters are then

improved, using results from a least mean square

method, which minimizes the differences between

the observed coordinates of the best correlated points

and their calculated coordinates. At the end of this

relative orientation step of the second camera relative

to the first one, new angles and new Y- and Z-positions

of the second camera are available. A pair of homol-

ogous points always corresponds to two ground points

but, after this relative orientation, the distance

between the two ground positions of the homologous

points is less than to 1 m.

2.3.2. DEM processing

The final acquisition parameters and photogram-

metric Eq. (2) is used to build an initial digital elevation

model (DEM). In this initial DEM, each ground point

corresponds to the center (A) of the segment [M1VM2V]
where M1V and M2V represent the ground positions

associated to the homologous image points M1 and

M2 (Fig. 4). The geometric relation (Appendix A) used

to calculate the ground position of A is:

�!
OA ¼

���!
OM1Vþ

���!
OM2V

2
Z

�!
OA

¼
��!
OC1 þ

��!
OC2

2
þ k1

!u1 þ k2
!u2

2

ð5Þ

where O is the origin of the ground reference system;

C1 andC2 are the camera positions;M1V andM2V are the
ground positions of the pair of homologous points

(M1,M2);
!u1 and!u2 are the unit vectors of the segments

Fig. 5. Example of ortho-rectification of image 60 of mission FP 3540-3840 (above Saint-Etienne-De-Tinée (France) in 1991). (a) Image 60 in

acquisition geometry before ortho-rectification—the scale and the north direction are not represented on this photograph because it has no sense

on an image in acquisition geometry. (b) Image 60 in cartographic geometry after ortho-rectification with the scale and the north direction—the

control points used for the absolute orientation of DEMs are figured (in white) on this image.
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[C1M1V] and [C2M2V]; and k1 and k2 are the vectorial

coefficients associated with !u1 and !u2.
The precision of this initial DEM can be improved

using a least mean squares method. The least mean

squares method determines the corrections necessary

(on the variables X, Y, Z) to minimize the differences

between the observed and the calculated image loca-

tion of each DEM point.

2.3.3. DEM absolute orientation

The advantage of the relative orientation procedure

is that it produces a very accurate DEM in a non-

georeferenced space. The main disadvantage of this

method is that the DEM coordinates have been

modified from the absolute space. This modification

is a geometric transformation consisting of a trans-

lation T, a rotation R and a scaling multiplier m as

(Baratoux et al., 2001):

½XYZGPS� ¼ T þ mR½XYZDEM� ð6Þ

where [XYZGPS] are ground coordinates of a point

measured by GPS and [XYZDEM] are the DEM coor-

dinates of the same point.

The parameters T, R and m are estimated by a least

mean squares method using GPS ground coordinates

of control points and the DEM coordinates of the

same control points. The minimization of the differ-

ences between the observed ground positions of con-

trol points (GPS coordinates) and their calculated

Fig. 6. (a) Geographic location of the La Clapière landslide (44j15V20.0N–6j56V37.7E). (b) Major geomorphologic characteristics of La

Clapière landslide.
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positions (DEM coordinates) is used to calculate the

corrections which must be applied to an initial set T, R

and m parameters. For the first iteration of minimiza-

tion, T and R are set equal to zero and the m parameter

is set to 1. At the end of the minimization, T, R and m

parameters are known and the DEM is oriented to the

map reference system.

The absolute DEM is then used to ortho-rectify the

images (i.e. to project each image point of an aerial

photograph into a map geometry (Fig. 5). Indeed, the

ground positions X, Y and Z (given by DEM) of each

point and the acquisition parameters are used in the

photogrammetric relations (2) in order to calculate the

coordinates n and g of each point on the ortho-

rectified image.

3. ‘‘La Clapière’’ evolution

3.1. Geology and history of ‘‘La Clapière’’ landslide

The ‘‘La Clapière’’ landslide is in the Mercantour

massif (France), on the left bank of the Tinée River,

downstream from the village of Saint-Etienne-de-

Tinée (Fig. 6). The landslide represents a major

human and economic hazard because of its active

scree slopes and the possibility of the formation and

collapse of a landslide dam, which could flood both

upstream and downstream areas (Follaci, 1987). The

lateral extent of the landslide is about 1.3 km between

the northwestern Dailoutre valley and the southeastern

Rabuons valley. The vertical extent of the landslide is

about 650 m (between 1100 and 1750 m height). The

volume of the landslide is about 50 Mm3 (Follaci,

1987). The headscarp of the landslide is marked by a

rocky outcrop (Fig. 6b) that has two lobes joined by a

horseshoe structure. Another scarp occurs at the mid-

dle of the landslide. A third scarp is located just below

a competent and continuous layer of stratified meta-

diorites called the Iglière bar. Two scree slopes are

developed below this third escarpment: one on the

east just above the Rabuons valley and one on the

west above the river (Fig. 6b; Pothérat, 1994). The

slope of the landslide reaches 40j below the Iglière

bar but is always less than 25j above the Iglière bar.

Two lithologic units have been identified in the region

of the landslide (Malaroda, 1970; Follaci, 1987; Fig.

7). A lower Triassic to Upper Cretaceous sedimentary

unit, partially overlain by recent fluvial and glacial

sediments, crops out on the (southwest) bank of the

river. On the (northeast) bank of the river, the land-

slide deforms Annelle metamorphic and migmatitic

basement rock, principally composed of plagioclasic

and lenticular-banded gneiss. The Iglière bar repre-

sents a subhorizontal and mechanical discontinuity in

the gneiss unit near the altitude of 1300 m. All units

are foliated (strike N130jE, dip 0–10jSW) and few

zones present mylonitic structures (Fabbri and Cappa,

2001; Gunzburger and Laumonier, 2002). The massif

also contains numerous fractures (Follacci et al.,

1988; Pothérat, 1994), which are favorable for rainfall

Fig. 7. Geologic section through the landslide (from Follaci, 1987). Quaternary units: t = torrential ejecta; gl = fluvial and glacial deposits;

a2 = alluvium. Sedimentary units: k = gypsum marls; M=Triassic limestone; W=Werfenian sandstone. Metamorphic units: A=migmatitic

gneiss of Annelle; I =metadiorite of Iglière.
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infiltration which in turn can affect landslide move-

ment (Julian and Anthony, 1996).

The first indication of landslide movement was

noticed about 1900. First aerial photographs showing

the landslide were acquired in 1955. In 1985, the road

closest to the landslide was closed because of danger-

ous scree slopes. A second road, built on the south

bank of the river, was closed in 1986 (Pothérat, 1994;

Fruneau, 1995). Between 1982 and 1986, landslide

movement was always less than 2 cm/day (Follaci,

1999). However, between 1986 and 1988 the velocity

of the landslide was greater than 10 cm/day. In 1988, a

tunnel was built to divert the river so that the landslide

would not dam the flow if it filed catastrophically

(Fruneau, 1995). Since 1988, the activity of the land-

slide has decreased, although the movements have

always been more than 1 cm/day. Greater than aver-

age rainfall in 1997 caused short-term increases in

landslide movement (Follaci, 1999).

3.2. Data set

Three aerial stereoscopic photographs acquired in

1983, 1991 and 1999 by the French Geographical

Institute (IGN) have been used in this study (Table 1,

Fig. 8). Images were acquired vertically at a constant

elevation of about 5 km. Each image covers about 36

km2. As the time between two acquisitions does not

exceed 1 min, more than 60% of overlap is realised

between the individual images of stereoscopic pairs

(Pothérat et al., 1999). The images were initially

acquired on film. Then they were scanned by the

IGN on a photogrammetric scanner. Using the three

stereoscopic pairs of 1983, 1991 and 1999 (Table 1),

three DEMs have been processed following the meth-

odology described in the first part of this paper.

The resolution and accuracy of measurements

obtained from these photographs are directly depend-

ent on the DEM resolution and accuracy. In our case,

the DEM’s resolution is equal to scanned image reso-

lution of 1.27 m (Table 1). Consequently, the best

resolution of ortho-rectified images is 1.27 m. Accu-

racy maps (Fig. 8), deduced from residuals of the least

mean squares minimization used to build the relative

DEMs (cf. Section 2.3.2) indicate that accuracy in

landslide region is less than 3 m (Fig. 8). Nevertheless,

the absolute accuracy of the DEMs, estimated from

residuals of the minimization of the DEMs absolute

orientation (cf. Section 2.3.3), is about 7 m (Table 1).

Consequently, the accuracy of differential measure-

ments on ortho-rectified images correspond to the

cumulated absolute accuracy of each DEM that is about

20 m.

3.3. Motion analysis

3.3.1. Variation of landslide dimensions

The total surface of the landslide was about 1.3 km2

in 1983 and increased by about 12% between 1983 and

1999 (Fig. 9a). The total length of the landslide

increased in 130F 20 m on the west side and

370F 20 m on the east side (Fig. 9c). This lengthening

occurred by a 110F 20 m frontal advancement on the

west side of the landslide while the western lobe of the

headscarp was nearly stable (Fig. 10). On the east, this

lengthening was due to both a 110F 20 m frontal

advancement and a 260F 20 m retreat of the eastern

lobe of the headscarp (Fig. 10). The width of the

landslide was 1040F 20 m at the top and 1450F 20

m at the bottom in 1983 (Fig. 9d). The width of the

landslide remained stable at the top between 1983 and

1999 and increased at the bottom by 62F 20 m to the

west during the same period (Fig. 9d). This basal width

variation is attributed to an expansion of scree slopes at

the toe of the landslide.

3.3.2. Evolution of scarps and scree slopes

The surface of scree slopes doubled between 1983

and 1991 (Fig. 9a) and covered about 60% of the

Table 1

References and characteristics of images and accuracy of DEMs

1983 1991 1999

Images references

Images references 787–788 60–61 434–435

Mission reference IFN 06P FP 3540–3840 FD06

Images and camera characteristics

Surface of the

covered area (km2)

15.28 47,61 33.06

Images scale 1:17,000 1:30,000 1:25,000

Focal distance (mm) 213.81 151.792 152.754

Principal point, n0 0.006 � 0.013 � 0.005

Positions (mm), g0 � 0.006 0.005 � 0.001

Relative accuracy of

DEM (m)

2.3 3.17 3.02

Absolute accuracy of

DEM (m)

6.3 7.2 6.2
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Fig. 8. Ortho-rectified images used to study the landslide evolution. They are presented with the accuracy map of each DEM which points out

the high precision of the landslide region. (a) Image of 1983 and its accuracy map. (b) Image of 1991 and its accuracy map. (c) Image of 1999

and its accuracy map.
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landslide in 1999. Since 1983, new scree slopes have

developed on the west side of the landslide. The

surface of two of these scree slopes (A1 and A2—

Figs. 9b and 10) increased of 16% (A1) and 159%

(A2) between 1983 and 1999. Field inspections show

that opening of fissures takes place in these areas

(Gunzburger, 2001). The fissures indicate that the

landslide is expanding to the west into an area that

is just above the village of Saint-Etienne-de-Tinée. On

the east, the fault of the Rabuons valley strictly

bounds the landslide. On the west, the fault of the

Dailoutre valley does not bound the landslide, which

could extend beyond it, probably up to the Ténibre

valley (Fig. 6).

The horseshoe structure at the head of the land-

slide, already in place in 1983, moved 60F 20 m

downslope between 1983 and 1991. Since this date,

this structure is stable. Two lobes separated by the

horseshoe structure show a distinct evolution with

the right lobe being more active than the left one

(Figs. 9c and 10). The right lobe was especially

active between 1983 and 1991. Moreover, surface

of scree slopes below this scarp increased. For

example, the surface of scree slopes A3 increased

by 40% and a new scree slopes A4 appeared and

developed at the same time (Fig. 9b). However,

between 1991 and 1999, the vegetation has recon-

quered the surface of A3 slopes, indicating a

decrease in movements in this area. Nevertheless,

the area of scree slopes A4 and the headscarp retreat

increased in the same time (Figs. 9b,c and 10).

These observations indicate the displacement of

active zones within the landslide. The asymmetry

between the right and the left lobes of the headscarp

is attributed to the fault with an azimuth N45E in

the middle of the landslide (Fig. 1).

Fig. 9. Graphs showing evolution of the dimensions of the landslide. (a) Evolution of surface areas. (b) Evolution of scree slopes areas—location

of A1–A5 are shown in Fig. 10. (c) Length of geomorphic features. (d) Width of geomorphic features.
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In 1987 (Follaci, 1987), a new scarp appeared

below the western headscarp (Fig. 10). It is associated

with scree slopes expansion just below the scarp.

These scree slopes result from the disaggregation of

surface material under the effect of the surface frac-

turing and are not associated with movements within

the landslide.

The intermediate scarp grew laterally by 280F 20

m to the east and 110F 20 m downslope between

1983 and 1991 (Fig. 10). New scree slopes developed

east of this intermediate scarp. Between 1991 and

1999, these scree slopes have reached 0.45 ha in

surface. Furthermore, an aborted scar on the western

side of the landslide did not show any movement

between 1983 and 1999.

The basal scarp (Fig. 10), which occurs below

the Iglière bar, did not record any lateral growth,

but a 154F 20 m downslope advancement on the

west and a 110F 20 m downslope advancement on

the east. The difference between the eastern and the

western parts of the landslide is indicative of large

variations in the evolution of scarps and scree

slopes, which can be perhaps related to the presence

of fault.

3.3.3. Internal movements and mass conservation

Internal movements were measured on 14 charac-

teristic points which are easily visible on each ortho-

rectified photograph. The average displacement of all

the points is about 104F 20 m between 1983 and

Fig. 10. Landslide evolution. ( ) Landslide boundaries and scarp surfaces in 1983. ( ) Landslide boundaries and scarp surfaces in 1991.

( ) Landslide boundaries and scarp surfaces in 1999. ( ) Major faults. ( ) Alluvial fans. ( ) Rivers. ( ) Roads.
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1999 (Fig. 11a,b,c). The velocities were uniform at

about 1.7 cm/day between 1983 and 1991 and

between 1991 and 1999. Similarly the displacements

of the intermediate and basal scarps and their frontal

advancement were 1.7 cm/day (Fig. 10d), indicating

an homogeneous velocity field throughout the land-

slide. The velocities greater than 1 cm/day in average

are in good agreement with the tacheometric data

(Follaci, 1999) acquired on the landslide since 1979.

This validates our method of DEM and ortho-rectifi-

cation processing.

When analyzed in detail, the velocity field is

homogeneous in term of intensity and quite heteroge-

neous in term of direction. Indeed, if the general

direction of the displacement vectors is along the

dip line of the landslide, the vectors located just below

Fig. 11. Graphs showing the internal movements within the landslide. (a) Location of internal points (in white). (b) Displacement of internal

points between 1983 and 1991 and between 1991 and 1999. (c) Displacement vectors of internal points between 1983 and 1999. (d) Frontal

advancement and average of internal points.
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the Iglière bar present a different direction. In this

area, the direction of the displacement is more lateral,

at over 45j angle with respect to the main part of the

landslide (Fig. 11c). Follaci (1987) suggested that the

Iglière bar, which did not record any movement before

1987, and began to advance downslope that year.

The record of internal movements, frontal advance-

ment and scarp enlargement are then used to estimate

the mass conservation within the landslide. The length

between the intermediate scarp and the Iglière bar and

the length between the Iglière bar and the front

remained constant between 1983 and 1999 (Fig. 10).

In the same time the intermediate, the basal scarp and

the front progressed about 100 m downslope, and the

same observation is valid for the internal points (Fig.

11d). This demonstrates that the entire area between

the intermediate scarp and the front was translated

downslope. Assuming that the thickness of the land-

slide is constant over this area, we deduce that frontal

erosion or accumulation due to this translation is very

weak. However, the landslide was also affected, by

about 260 m a headscarp retreat, at a velocity of 4.1

cm/day (Fig. 9c). Then, the material destabilized by

the retreat could have firstly been evacuated by

erosion by the river at the front of the landslide or/

and been accumulated at toe of the landslide. Sec-

ondly, this material could have spread laterally, which

is in agreement with the wide shape of the landslide,

the basal extent of the scree slopes and the dynamics

of scree zones. Material could have been accumulated

in the landslide, suggesting that La Clapière became

thicker. One possible zone of accumulation is above

the Iglière bar, where the slope values are lower than

in the rest of the landslide. Further studies, such as

differential DEM analysis are necessary to verify this

hypothesis.

4. Conclusions

A new methodology for DEM derivation from

stereoscopic aerial photographs has been developed.

This methodology benefits from new techniques of

image correlation and improvement of restitution of

camera parameters by automatic least mean squares

minimization techniques. DEMs are used to ortho-

rectify aerial images acquired at different periods.

Furthermore, a map showing the accuracy for each

point of the DEM, and consequently for each point of

ortho-rectified images, is provided with each DEM.

This method of DEM processing, applied on three

aerial photographs of the ‘‘La Clapière’’ landslide

acquired between 1983 and 1999, allowed for a

quantitative and accurate assessment of the different

parts of the landslide and their evolution through time.

The average velocity measured on the ortho-rectified

images of the landslide was 1.7 cm/day during this

period. The velocity of headscarp retreat (4.1 cm/day)

was faster than the frontal advancement velocity (1.7

cm/day). Furthermore, the frontal advancement veloc-

ity was the same as the average internal motion (1.7

cm/day). The ortho-rectified photographs reveal that

the landslide is expanding to the west which may pose

a threat to the Saint-village of Etienne-de-Tinée in the

future. The dynamics of scree slopes and scarps

appear to be different between the eastern and the

western part of the landslide, probably due to the

influence of the fault in the middle of the landslide.

Despite the limited temporal sampling of this study (8

years), the method is well suited for the long-term

study of landslides. This long-term study is of great

importance to an understanding of the evolution of

landslides. The method could be integrated with

differential SAR interferometry technique which can

supply deformation data over different time periods.
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Appendix A. Initial DEM building

Geometric relations (Fig. 4) are used to restore

topography. The following vector relation is used to

link image and ground positions of each pair of

homologous points:

���!
C1C2 ¼

����!
C1M1Vþ

������!
M1VM2Vþ

������!
M2VC2 ð7Þ
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The unit vectors u1 and u2 of the segments [C1M1V]
and [M2VC2] are defined as

!
u1 ¼

����!
C1M1V

N
����!
C1M1VN

!
u2 ¼

����!
C2M2V

N
����!
C2M2VN

ð8Þ

The segment [M1VM2V], perpendicular to [C1M1V]
and [M2VC2], represents the smallest length between

the segments [C1M1V] and [M2VC2]. So this unit vector

is calculated using the vectorial product:

!u ¼ !
u1 ^!

u2 ð9Þ

Then, using relations (8) and (9), Eq. (7) becomes:

��!
C1C2 ¼ k1

!
u1 � k!u� k2

!
u2 ð10Þ

where k1, k2 and k are the unknown vectorial coef-

ficients.

The matrix form of Eq. (10) is:

C1C2x

C1C2y

C1C2z

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ¼

ux1 �ux �ux2

uy1 �uy �uy2

uz1 �uz �uz2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

k1

k

k2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ð11Þ

where C1C2x, C1C2y and C1C2z are the components of

the vector
����!
C1C2 and ux, uy and uz are the components

of unit vectors.

The system resolution with the Cramer method

(Albarede, 1995) gives the variables k, k1, k2 and

the ground point position A associated with each pair

of homologous points according to the following

equation:

�!
OA ¼

���!
OM1Vþ

���!
OM2V

2
Z

�!
OA

¼
��!
OC1 þ

��!
OC2

2
þ k1

!
u1 þ k2

!
u2

2

ð12Þ
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